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Applied Data Visualization with R and ggplot2: Create useful, elaborate, and visually appealing plotsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop informative and aesthetic visualizations that enable effective data analysis in less time

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover structure of ggplot2, grammar of graphics, and geometric objects
	
			Study how to design and implement visualization from scratch
	
			Explore...
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Mastering C++ Game Development: Create professional and realistic 3D games using C++ 17Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		High-end game development with advanced C++ 17 programming techniques

	
		Key Features

		
			Make the best use of object-oriented capabilities of C++ to develop high-end games
	
			Create reusable C++ libraries and editor tools for your game
	
			Series of example projects...
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Computer Vision with OpenCV 3 and Qt5: Build visually appealing, multithreaded, cross-platform computer vision applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Blend the power of Qt with OpenCV to build cross-platform computer vision applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Start creating robust applications with the power of OpenCV and Qt combined
	
			Learn from scratch how to develop cross-platform computer vision applications
	...
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Machine Learning for Mobile: Practical guide to building intelligent mobile applications powered by machine learningPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of machine learning on mobiles and build intelligent mobile applications with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Build smart mobile applications for Android and iOS devices
	
			Use popular machine learning toolkits such as Core ML and TensorFlow Lite
	
			Explore...
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Deployment of Microsoft Azure Cloud Solutions: A complete guide to cloud development using Microsoft AzurePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master all the important and tough decision-making aspects involved in architecting an Azure public cloud for your organization. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy Azure Active Directory and implement synchronization
	
			Manage storage solutions with Azure network services
	...
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Rust Programming By Example: Enter the world of Rust by building engaging, concurrent, reactive, and robust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the world of Rust programming through real-world examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement various features of Rust to build blazingly fast applications
	
			Learn to build GUI applications using Gtk-rs
	
			Explore the multi-threading aspect of Rust to tackle...
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OpenCV 3 Computer Vision with Python Cookbook: Leverage the power of OpenCV 3 and Python to build computer vision applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Recipe-based approach to tackle the most common problems in Computer Vision by leveraging the functionality of OpenCV using Python APIs

	
		Key Features

		
			Build computer vision applications with OpenCV functionality via Python API
	
			Get to grips with image processing, multiple...
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Tkinter GUI Programming by Example: Learn to create modern GUIs using Tkinter by building real-world projects in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Python and its de facto GUI framework to build highly interactive interfaces

	
		Key Features

		
			The fundamentals of Python and GUI programming with Tkinter.
	
			Create multiple cross-platform projects by integrating a host of third-party libraries and...
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R Deep Learning Projects: Master the techniques to design and develop neural network models in RPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		5 real-world projects to help you master deep learning concepts

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the different deep learning paradigms and build real-world projects related to text generation, sentiment analysis, fraud detection, and more
	
			Get to grips with R's impressive range of...
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Python: Beginner's Guide to Artificial Intelligence: Build applications to intelligently interact with the world around you using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop real-world applications powered by the latest advances in intelligent systems

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain real-world contextualization using deep learning problems concerning research and application
	
			Get to know the best practices to improve and optimize your machine...
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Machine Learning for Finance: Principles and practice for financial insidersPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A guide to advances in machine learning for financial professionals, with working Python code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore advances in machine learning and how to put them to work in financial industries
	
			Clear explanation and expert discussion of how machine learning works, with...
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Thoughtful Data Science: A Programmer's Toolset for Data Analysis and Artificial Intelligence with Python, Jupyter Notebook, and PixieDustPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bridge the gap between developer and data scientist by creating a modern open-source, Python-based toolset that works with Jupyter Notebook, and PixieDust.

	
		Key Features

		
			Think deeply as a developer about your strategy and toolset in data science
	
			Discover the best tools that...
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